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Introduction

Orange Silicon Valley has witnessed Millennials come of age at the
Bay Area’s tech giants. Young founders at companies including
Facebook, Airbnb, and Box defined the indomitable energy of their
industry during the 2000s and 2010s. In doing so, these Millennial
leaders also reshaped modern office spaces and helped redefine
how teams work together to accomplish great things. Now, another
cohort born in the mid-1990s and early 2000s is preparing to flood
the world with even more change.
And guess what. The vanguard for GenZ in the workplace is
already here.
During our recent GenZ Summit in San Francisco, OSV had
the pleasure of welcoming GenZ thought-leaders to a series of
discussions about who this young generation follows, what they
need to thrive, and how they will work as they pour into corporate
workplaces and co-working spaces. The answers we heard
foretold similarities with GenZ’s Millennial counterparts, but we
also saw the promise of a generation guided by self-direction,
technological savvy, and a sense of empowerment to improve
livelihoods across the planet.
Orange is a global company with more that 161,000 employees,
and as the company prepares for GenZ to make up a significant
part of that family, the trends that define GenZ are of particular
interest here at Orange Silicon Valley. That interest extends from
human resources and technology preferences into ideas being
planted now that could very well blossom into the Googles or
Amazons of the future.
In the meantime, GenZ is already producing value and innovation,
from their flow of influence through YouTube to harnessing
online communities for social good, we can see their missions,
self-awareness, and capabilities materializing before our eyes
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— and their entrepreneurial spirit is strong. What follows in this
handbook represents the key learnings from our summit, input
from the experts in attendance, and additional research from our
OSV team. It’s a document that we hope will inspire you, as well
as prepare you to work with GenZ as they become your new hires,
colleagues, and partners across industries.
The truth of the matter is that if you haven’t already begun
learning about GenZ, you need to catch up, because they know
themselves better than anyone else, and they’re ready to reshape
entertainment, technology, and business. Their video series already
have millions of subscribers; their apps are already available to
download; and their grassroots networks are already organizing at
national and global levels.
“GenZ wants to do something now,” said Daniela Fernandez,
the founder of Save Our Oceans Alliance who spoke at the GenZ
Summit. That sense of ambition and eagerness to see results is not
unique to GenZ. However, more than any generation that has come
before it, GenZ has the means at its disposal to identify and realize
short paths to reaching massive goals. For them, mobile computing
power, on-demand services, and a wealth of online information are
constantly at their fingertips. What’s most exciting now is that we
get to be a part of their journey to make use of that technology; as
co-workers, partners, and customers, members of GenZ are just
getting started. And this is their story.

Georges Nahon
CEO, Orange Silicon Valley
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Perhaps every generation makes some
of its most valuable contributions at
the intersection of Friends and Doing.
For GenZ, natives of live-streams,
the quest for friends over live digital
platforms can be the start
of something bigger. As
“I was looking
influencer Molly O’Malia
discovered:
“I was looking
for friends, I
for friends, I never thought
never thought
I’d end up with a halfI’d end up with million followers.”

a half-million followers.”

As a professional GenZ
observer for a global
marketing agency, Elav
Horwitz of McCann Worldgroup has
traveled to talk to GenZers on five
continents. She observed that for
GenZ, “Live-streaming is actually a
career option.”

— Molly O’Malia

Who GenZ
follows

Andrew Graham is from global talent
representation shop CAA; he’s a bona
fide Hollywood agent repping GenZ
influencers. He characterized these
influencers as “multi-hyphenists,” a
term that conveys their role with their
fans as an all-around entertainment
source. Gabbie Hannah,
another example of a
“I care about
multi-hyphenate influencer,
bills
herself as author-poetthe people
comedian-singer-songwriter.

who follow
me, but I can’t care about
all of them.”
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Ironically, the artless origin
story of just looking for
friends online just happens
— Wes Tucker
to set these multi-hyphenate
digital celebrities up
perfectly for a broad spectrum of brand
sponsors. For influencers like Wes
Tucker, this poses major authenticity

#GenZIRL #norobots

The answer is friends,
but what was the
question?

#GenZIRL #norobots

“What Tech
has done
for Entrepreneurship, it
is doing for Talent.”

The influencer/
content nexus

This raised the business model
question of how to create
premium content, indeed,
how these influencers think
— Andrew Graham, Agent, CAA
about premium content in the
YouTube Age: “It’s [premium
content] is all I think about.” said Wes
Tucker, but when asked for a definition
of what premium content means
to him, it’s unclear. In fact, “it’s blurry
and subjective right now,” he said.
This is congruent with the roadmap for
influencers, away from the awkward
economics of recommending other
brands to becoming a Brand in
their own right: Kylie Jenner and the
controversial Logan Paul are
two examples of influencersturned-merchandisers.

“Livestreaming
is actually a career
option.”
— Elav Horwitz, McCann
Worldgroup
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The confluence of Community
and Content is deeply woven
into the GenZ way. We
encounter it again in the next
section, “What GenZ watches.”
As Orange Silicon Valley’s
Christopher Bétrémieux has observed,
“Gen Zers do not follow programs; they
follow influencers.” Given the native
social canvas of GenZ, Bétrémieux
explained how the distance between

fan and star collapse — “They expect
entertainers to act like friends by being
present for their communities.”

It’s a hard life:
Demanding DMs,
copycats, and bots
This makes the life of an influencer an
extremely vulnerable and stressedout existence. Influencer Wes Tucker
described a combination of having to
reckon (or ignore) thousands of “DMs”
(direct messages), the stress of going
to IRL (in real life) events, and having
strangers accost you with personal
issues, and followers turning negative.
“They put a lot of their problems on you
... you never know who you’re gonna
touch.”
If that’s not enough, there is the
problem of authenticity, and copycat
accounts. Tucker expressed frustration,
saying until Twitter developed validated
accounts, impersonators nearly “ruined
my life.” This is not just about cognitive
dissonance, but also social brand;
when the person is the brand then
copycat accounts by impersonators
become the equivalent of bootleg
labels.
If you still think influencers are not
working hard enough, consider the fact
they have to balance their authentic
relationship to their fickle followers,
with the demands of trail-blazing
brands who want to jump on the
influencer marketing bandwagon but
still be on-brand. Wes’s take on this
topic reveals some serious brandsavvy: “Most brand posts just don’t
perform as well as mine ... you’d be
surprised how in your face some
followers get.” But then, when it
comes to brands and influencers, they

can even merge: the Scandinavian
TV smash young-adult hit Skam has
created Instagram accounts for all its
characters, and searching #Skam on
IG will yield over 620,000 posts, some
with tens of thousands of likes. When
asked whether he worries that AI
and conversational robots will impact
his business model, Tucker replied:
“Robots can’t replace me, because
across all my socials I’m the same in
real life (IRL).”

#GenZIRL #norobot

challenges: from how to relate to
hundreds of thousands of followers
— “I care about the people who follow
me, but I can’t care about all of them,”
he said — to the complicated role of
mediating between Fans and Brands:
“I don’t want people that are following
me on a daily basis to give them crap ...
I have to enjoy the product, because if I
don’t like it I’m not gonna tell anyone to
buy it.”

What GenZ
watches
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GenZ and content are inseparable like
no generation before them. Content
and memes have always been a
binding force for community, and the
rise of a new generation of “makers” on
the world’s first social video platform,
YouTube, has shaken Hollywood to its
foundations. But here’s the deal: GenZ
has so much content to manage that
it has to develop sophisticated filters.
In fact, we could all probably benefit
from them. Content consumption
and assessment strategies range
from multiple accounts and personas,
to masking audio for consumption
of video in public places, to coping
strategies for cyberbullying.
Researcher Melinda Staros of
Sharethrough observed that GenZ is
the first generation to absorb its news
through content feeds, and
that “discovering information
in feeds makes GenZ into
“Discovering
global thinkers.” The flip side
information
of feeds is the pixelization
in feeds
of attention. GenZ’s native
media form, which the world
makes GenZ into
has never seen before (at
global thinkers.”
least at scale), is the GIF.
— Melinda Staros, Research
Staros’s advice to brands:
They have to stop thinking
Director, Sharethrough
about “spots” and shift to
“moments that matter” —
getting the message in just two to three
seconds.
GenZ is the first native population to
be openly operating in a platform world
that has conceded to being targeted
and manipulated by algorithmic
disinformation programs. The nature
of these programs is to deliver exactly
what the community wants to see and

#attentionpixels #GenZseesfeeds

Content, community,
context

#attentionpixels #GenZseesfeeds

Context: realtime,
augmented
The third C to the Content/Community
construct could be Context, as the
success of Snapchat and other AR
experiences like Pokémon Go vividly
demonstrate. The memorialization of
a specific time and place — and most
importantly the friends you were with
in that moment — are influencing the
actual layout of the real world, from
retail stores to airports to museums.
As Niantic (the creator of Pokémon
Go) exec Nicholas De Fayet pointed
out, brands are an intrinsic part of our
everyday journey through the world,
and with smartphones, and Pokémon
and Snapchat showed GenZ how we
can decorate ourselves and the world
with digital content.
Beyond augmentation is complete
inversion/immersion — digitizing
the world into virtual immersive
experiences. The native format for
GenZ is the emergence of VR arcades
— the new Cineplex has as many
screens as it has customers.
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Augmented/mixed reality is connecting
realtime context to the digital terrain
GenZ walks — and this realtime
context makes live-streaming the
native medium for this cohort. Twitch,
a platform for live-streaming esports
players in action generates both
subscriber and advertising revenues for
players who register as Twitch Partners.
From a content perspective, the

impact on legacy entertainment
industry players, as well as the
formation of new content production
companies, is a hunt to profitably
create community-driven content. A
corollary is how to create communities
around premium content, as legacy
studio Lionsgate Films showed with its
Hunger Games franchise, marrying the
big-screen product to social media on
millions of smaller screens. Indeed,
This target-and-binge model creates
the breeding ground for superspecialized boutique studios, popping
up at the street level, but broadcasting
at web scale, like Donut Media
(automotive), or the aforementioned
(quite large) Twitch for esports. This
hyper-specialization creates the
grounds for another dynamic within the
content industry: appropriation. Since
communities have web-scale appetites
for related content, the communitydriven content model thrives on
appropriation.
Examples include recycled news from
RetroReport, tying current events (such
as #metoo) to recycled but relevant
memes (ERA battle) to feed the beast
of community. On the humor side,
Wisecrack’s Thug Notes provides
video synopses of classics from
Shakespeare to Kafka by a gangsta
rapper. As early YouTube breakout
hit Epic Rap Battles From History
showed us, all of human culture can be
appropriated for targeted audiences.
And let’s not forget, the audience is
part of the appropriation as well. At the
GenZ workshop a talk by John Dodini
from Gfycat, the leading studio for
GIFs (six-second video clips), made it
clear that a massive branding platform
was born from the compression of
attention to a six-second interval.
Appropriation and hyper-specialization

mark the completion of a pendulum
swing from Boomers’ media landscape,
as it is the total opposite of lowestcommon-denominator mass media. Or
is it? After all, the Millennial’s bastion
of “quality” original premium content,
HBO, is on the block to become
part of a phone company (as AT&T
and Time Warner attempt to merge)
— and is available for free as part of
a wireless subscription instead of
cable subscription. In GenZ’s Content
continuum, everything seems up for
grabs.

Getting ready for the
new content models
In the wake of the Russian election
scandals, and the increased
vigilance both from AI and humans,
transparency and provenance will
be important from brands and news
organizations — even as they morph
themselves into new kinds
of content production
teams.
fans

“Give
the means to
make content
from your content.”

For premium and
entertainment media,
GenZ’s sophisticated
sensing apparatus for
— John Dodini, Head of
authenticity, combined with
Business Development, Gfycat
massive appropriation of
content that is yanked from
original settings into new, sometimesironic-sometimes-not contexts (like
GIFs) means giving GenZ what she
wants: native access. This means livestreaming, social, and AR all become
channels for content distribution —
and all of the analytics that are baked
into these native digital channels are
brought into play.
With screens everywhere and always
at hand, content becomes the way we
communicate: in terms of how we self-

#attentionpixels #GenZseesfeeds

hear. As the first cohort to grow up
in the “post-truth” era, GenZ faces a
crueler paradox than any before them
have — more content than ever, but
also more critical perspective needed
to sort it all out.

#attentionpixels #GenZseesfeeds

identify, the tribal codes and conduct
we adhere to, and who is “inside” our
circle of trust and who/what is outside.
As one of the speakers at our GenZ
workshop, Mathieu De Fayet, pointed
out, we are living through an inversion
of the traditional saying that “with great
power comes great responsibility”:
Thanks to digital’s analytics-driven
content creation for the GenZ audience,
with the responsibility of user data
collection comes great power.

How GenZ
thrives
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#GenZurban #GenZisunited

or independent, and GenZ’s fiscally
conservative bent is at odds with the
growing realization that starting a
company is the quickest way forward.

Across New York City, Los Angeles,
and Chicago, GenZ walks on a planet
in crisis, for humans and animals, on
land and sea and air. Depending on
where in the world she is, her progress
may be more or less tracked in real
time — including capture of her
location and even her face. Along the
way, she pauses for refreshments that
are increasingly complex and present
millions of combinatorial ingredients.

Daniela Fernandez and Tiffany Zhong
both went that way — Daniela straight
out of Georgetown into founding
her own NGO, and Tiffany dropping
out of UC Berkeley to meet market
demand for primary research into
GenZ behaviors. Both young women
embody another opposite: knowledge
about the youth cohort, by the youth
cohort. Companies want to know what
they know precisely because of their
youth, not despite it.

Her route home most likely is an urban
one, probably congested, digitally
augmented, to a lodging that today
consumes a shocking percentage of
her income; meanwhile, it’s increasingly
getting smaller and higher up in the
air. But her relationship to “home” is
increasingly fluid, as even that most
basic symbol of permanence has
joined the list of goods and services —
music, cars, food, hotels — that can be
had on-demand and ready-to-go.

Values that unite
Through it all, she is a strong believer
in an improving world. The surveys
tell us that for GenZ equal access for
all is the way forward — removing the
disparities caused by racism or income
inequality. Indeed, 3 out of 4 members
of the new generation at work feel that
Business is on board with her program,
that it can be a positive social impact
in the world. In a societal framework
with a growing number of opposites:
centralized versus cryptocurrencies,
authentic content versus fake news,
and AI’s painted versus real faces.
GenZ’s Millennial mentors still prefer
16
full-time employment to freelance

#genzisunited
Across the Establishment, whether
it’s Government, NGOs, or Big Tech,
the power of GenZ’s impact on
society is the triple threat of: (1) native
crowdfunding, (2) native social and
content creation, and (3) the authentic
channel to mobilization of youth. What
came across loud and clear from the
podium of the OSV GenZ Workshop
was that GenZ stands united in a full
room populated by other cohorts,
from Millennials back to Boomers.
Nowhere is our central thesis that
GenZ will promote brands and a
lifestyle that conforms to its concerns
more evident than in the real world
of societal systems. Expect GenZ to
bring new energy and perspective to
the food web, housing, transportation,
finance, and climate.
Because GenZ is the first generation
of humanity to grow up on the Urban
Planet, it becomes clear that the older
value systems rooted in accumulating
wealth, buying and possessing, and
not-in-my-backyard progressivism

are obsolete. As Fernandez observed
about philanthropy: “GenZ wants to
do something now — not waiting until
it’s made its pile and retired.” It makes
so much sense when she says it that
way; after all, we may not have that
much time.
What’s even more encouraging
is the web of mutual support
“GenZ
that GenZ is both inheriting and
wants to
adapting from Millennials — the
social payments platform Venmo
do something now.”
is a good example. Built in New
— Daniela Fernandez, Founder,
York in 2009 during the Great
Save Our Oceans Alliance
Recession, exec Jay Parekh
describes the problem it solves
as “How do I just ask friends for
money?” To cast it in the rich nuances
of GenZ’s interdependent and selfsufficient frame, Venmo allows GenZ
users to sponsor each other’s social
activity by micro-lending to each other.
While micro-lending has been with us
a long time, doing it on a mobile app,
in public, and with emojis, lies on the
same continuum as live-streaming and
Instagramming yourself.

The GenZ city
This idea of sharing economy platforms
as intrinsic to GenZ’s journey is
reflected in the way she moves through
the city. Omar Toro-Vaca is an
architect trained in public policy,
and his narrative, titled “GenZ:
“How do
Welcome to Your Playground,”
I just ask
both reclaims the visionary
architects
of the ‘60s and
friends for money?”
previews the street-as-party— Jay Parekh, VP, Venmo
zone of creative cities liberated
from the tyranny of car-filled
streets.
That’s very much the focus of
transportation planners in the climatestressed event horizon for GenZ

#GenZurban #GenZisunited

Moving through the
sustainable world of
GenZ

#GenZurban #GenZisunited

cities. Alex Sweet is an urban mobility
planning expert, and is warning us off
from a simple shift from single-person
cars to self-driving, single-occupancy
cars (AVs). Done right, Sweet sees
billions of square feet of parking
liberated for re-use by bicycles and
shared AVs. Sweet is clear on what is
best — “active transportation,” be it
bikes, skateboards, or walking, would
contribute to humanity’s well-being.
Speaking of getting out there, Allison
Arieff is an urbanism expert who writes
for The New York Times. Already
evident in the impact of Millennials
on the urban environment, Arieff
expressed concern that the “ondemand and delivery of everything”
is keeping us indoors, apart, and is
corrosive of a sense of community,
local commerce, and even family.
With their new blend of the intensely
personal digital and the natively
public persona, GenZ innovations in
the world — everything from rooftop
urban farming, to autonomous vehicles
that double as living spaces — will
emphasize a collective benefit that
takes us to a more adaptive tomorrow.
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Where GenZ
will work

#GenZisWe

One of the primary drivers for any
organization to study GenZ today is
that she represents the workforce of
the very near future. As we found when
we engaged with a cross-disciplinary
panel of workplace researchers, doers,
and entrepreneurs, many of us are
still trying to figure out the Millennial
workforce.
Kelly Monahan has a PhD in
Organizational Leadership and runs a
research practice at Deloitte
on the demography of the
“How did
workforce, a path that leads
directly
to the door of the
we get
Millennial employee. As
Millennials so wrong?” the newest cohort in an
— Kelly Monahan
increasingly multi-generational
workplace, Millennials are the
subject of massive misconceptions
by others, and Dr. Monahan has
inventoried the stereotypes: “idealistic,
entitled, impatient, over-zealous,
optimistic, tech-savvy.”

Do you see
Millennials?
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need flexibility; they dislike ambiguity,
but they remain curious.
If there is ambivalence and caution,
consider this startling statistic
developed by Deloitte: “5.6 million
US-based Millennials who held a job
in 2000 did not hold one in 2010.”
The scars of the Recession, which
impacted Millennials as the cohort with
the highest of unemployment, 13.4%,
are still real. GenZ has been watching
from the sidelines as Millennials dig
out from massive student debt, with
the other eye on the looming impact
of automation on entry-level jobs at
employers ranging from supermarkets
to law firms.

A higher bar to entry
The outlook is continued challenges,
for all parties concerned. The upshot
of the automation wave within the
larger context of digital transformation
is that higher-order skills are the new
entry-level — the bar has been raised
from repetitive tasks to jobs that need
what Deloitte calls “higher-order critical
thinking and reasoning.”

She also knows, based on exhaustive
research with 8,000 Millennials, that
the stereotypes are dead wrong. As
self-reported in the survey data, the big
sister of GenZ is “anxious, suspicious,
pessimistic, stressed, risk-adverse.”
As Dr. Monahan asked the GenZ
workshop, “How did we get it so
wrong?”

The good news is that GenZ is hungry
for the opportunity. The even better
news is that Millennials (1) think GenZ
is up to the challenge and (2) want
to help. Deloitte’s Monahan posits
what Millennials have to say to GenZ,
their partners in the future workplace:
“Learn as much as you can…. Work
hard... Be patient.... Be flexible....
Develop people skills.... Look for
supportive mentors.... Seek stability.”

Clearly, a new paradigm that goes
beyond the traditional career track
model is needed. Monahan gave us a
second inventory, one of contradiction:
Millennials crave stability, but they

That’s the message from Millennials
perhaps, but is there another way
forward, one that wasn’t present before,
a workplace model that is native to
GenZ — meaning it is built and in

expansion mode? Remember GenZ
is the first generation to have always
had shared economy platforms as a
option, so it’s no surprise the answer is
another sharing platform, WeWork.

#GenZisWe
Founded a year after Uber in 2010,
WeWork has grown into a $20 billion
decacorn alongside GenZ to the point
where co-founder Adam Neumann
recently told the assembled US
Conference of Mayors “As mayors, as
leaders, as CEOs it’s our responsibility
to set the trend of the future.”
At our GenZ Workshop, WeWork was
represented by Elton Kwok, its GM for
Northern California. Elton embodies
the messianic zeal of WeWork: a multipronged assault of startup enthusiasm
and grit, cool design, abundance in
the form of free food and refreshments,
beer, and 24/7 access for people and
their pets — the message is clear; this
is the best, most fun place to work that
is not your company’s office.
Based on a recent tour of Silicon Valley
corporate HQs, the WeWork esthetic
is a composite of Unicorn HQs — lots
of artwork, branding all over the
walls, micro-kitchens and hangouts
everywhere — it is all the cool office
spaces in a blender. Above all, it
embodies the collectivism of the standup, the product team approach to
work, as Naumann put it to the mayors
of America: “The trend is We versus
Me.” Indeed, WeWork is now offering
corporate design services, where it will
come in and make your company’s
offices look like a WeWork location.
Wherever GenZ works, whether it is
WeWork or someplace that looks like
it, it will be listening. Even in WeWork’s

#GenZisWe

Millennials, GenZ, and
the sharing workplace

#GenZisWe

facilities today, the measurements
are meeting room utilization and
occupancy, building access, and
bandwidth utilization; and these are
clearly just the beginning. As the use
of additional voice detection and
language-processing tech becomes
more deeply embedded into workflows
and workplaces, the role of machine
learning in talent analytics and
performance measurement will be a
big part of how GenZ gets ahead.
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